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Dear Ms. Major:

Attached are my comments (a pdf and the email below) for the LUT hearing on Monday June
12th for Board File No. 230026, Item No. 6.

This is what I sent in to the Planning Commission when this File was heard on June 1st.

Also do you think this Item will be heard as scheduled or do you think it will be continued?

Thanks much and take good care.
Sincerely,
Georgia Schuttish

Begin forwarded message:

Dear Commissioners:

Attached are the comments I submitted last year for Supervisor Safai’s proposed
legislation which I think are also applicable to Supervisor Melgar’s legislation
that will be before you on June 1, 2023.  Some of the comments submitted also
concern SB 9.

While her legislation is both broader and more specific than his, the points raised
in the attached pdf apply.  Particularly the point regarding the concern raised
by Planning Department Staff about low income home owners “cashing out”
under SB 9 (See page 14 of Executive Summary, October 21, 2021).  There are
probably many low income home owners in the Well Resourced
Neighborhoods.

I also want to add a few more points:

1.  If there is no 311 Notification, does that mean there will be no PreApp Notice?
 The PreApp Notice is linked with the 311 Notification criteria.  Will the only
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Notice to immediately adjacent neighbors be a form letter from DBI about a
Demolition?
What if the project is a major Alteration?  Without any appeal process to the
Board of Appeals how will adjacent property owners have any leverage to protect
their property from damage, particularly the undermining of foundations which is
a real issue where there are zero lot lines.  It seems like developers will have no
incentive to “be kind and considerate” to the neighboring property owners.

2.  A year is too short of a time for ownership.  It is not uncommon for developers
to hold onto properties for longer than that.  One year will encourage and allow
for speculative development.  And the Staff Report's Recommendation 4 on page
12, to eliminate the one year ownership requirement will only turbo-charge
speculation by developers.  [See Finding (o) on page 6 of the proposed
Ordinance].

3.  Finally.  According to a May 23, 2023 SF Chronicle article Supervisor Melgar
and the Mayor are proposing legislation to allow for “denser housing” along
many commercial corridors.   I think the general public awareness of the 2024
Housing Element is that is where — on the commercial corridors — development
would occur on the Westside — not on the neighboring Avenues.   It is highly
unlikely the existing housing in St. Francis Wood or Balboa Terrace or Ingleside
Terrace or West Portal or Seacliff or the Marina will be demolished to create
multi-unit housing.  But there are blocks and blocks of sound housing in the
Richmond and the Sunset that will be vulnerable to speculation and demolition.
  The legislation proposing housing on the commercial corridors —  that are also
transit corridors — should be considered and approved first before transforming
half the City into an SUD. 

Thank you.
Georgia Schuttish


















